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Construct A simple variable inductor from trash
If an alternate use for something rather than to be discarded in a land fill, I try to find a use for it.
Presented here is a method to make a variable inductor using a discarded deodorant container that has
a screw mechanism. The screw mechanism is designed to push the deodorant up and is used in this
device to move a ferrite piece up and down inside an inductor to change it’s value.
A variable inductor is useful as an adjustable loading coil for a shortened antenna. This type of antenna
is lightweight and portable so lends itself to use during camping or emergency activity. Presented here
are several examples made from various lengths of wire that can be hung from tree branches or poles.
The actual wire length required can vary due to proximity to nearby objects or soil conductivity or even
to the length of counterpoise used with a vertical antenna. This adjustable inductor can tune out the
variations when moving an antenna from one place to another as opposed to trimming the antenna
length to make it resonant. It also can adjust for changes when changing transmit frequency.
The inductor can also be used as a part of a small low power antenna tuner.
The container shown is used in a few types of gel deodorant and can be purchased anywhere such items
are sold. Shown in (figure 1) are all that is necessary to assemble. (Figure 2) You need an empty
container, some enamel wire or insulated wire. I used number 16 but use whatever size you have from
#24 to #14. To vary the inductance, a ferrite sleeve is moved into the center of the inductor to change
the inductance. I used FT60 type but you could even use a clamp on type ferrite. Remove the plastic
cover and just glue the two halves of ferrite material together. The sleeve must have a center hole to fit
loosely around the plastic screw and a length at least as long as the coil winding is tall. Variation of
ferrite material will vary the inductance of the design.
To build the inductor, it is first necessary to disassemble the container. This is easily accomplished by
gently twisting the base and it will release. Pull out the internal screw assembly and then clean the
container with hot water and soap. The label will peel off and any residual adhesive can be removed
with WD40 or similar.
When ready to assemble, lubricate the screw shaft with some petroleum jelly, slide the ferrite sleave
over the screw and seat it against the white slider. Glue the ferrite to the slider using epoxy or hot melt
glue as shown in (figure 3). The petroleum jelly on the screw will keep any glue from sticking but take
care to only fasten the ferrite sleeve. When the glue is completely cured or cooled, it is time to reassemble the container. Lubricate lightly the sides of the slider and the screw with petroleum jelly. The
base will just snap back on. (figure 4)
The coil winding is next. I’ve made two of these devices and they have about 1 uH per turn but that may
vary with your construction because of the type of ferrite and size of wire. On one of mine, adjustment
resulted in a range of 23uH to 35uH wire winding 25 turns of #16 enamel wire. The other uses 15 turns
of #14 enamel wire and measures 11uH to 15uH. Drill two small holes in the base and thread one end of
the wire through one side and leave about 3 inches on the other side. Next, wind the turns as shown
and on the last turn, cut the wire and thread it through the other hole. Push the windings close together
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and hold in place with a couple of lines of glue. (figure 5). If you can, measure the inductance and mark
the device for future reference.
Several calculated antenna designs are shown (figure 6). These are all vertical designs made from wire
and suspended vertically. Three have base loading and three have the inductor located midway. The
values shown are calculated and the actually antenna may require adjustment. Just build as shown, add
a counterpoise and adjust the inductor to resonate the antenna as necessary. Shorter antennas need
more inductance and longer ones need less. The counterpoise should be, as a very minimum, at least
the length of the antenna wire. You can also use a car or truck body for this purpose. These are not the
only possible designs, of course. Any shortened antenna may need a similar inductor.
I think you will find this extremely inexpensive and simple variable inductor a useful item for your
backpacking, camping or emergency operations. You can simply wrap the antenna wire around the
body of the inductor to make a compact and lightweight package. You can use clip leads or attach the
antenna wire securely. The complete assembly is also water resistant. These can be used in any
application where simple inductance adjustment is desired. (Figure 7)
(Figure 1) The container needed for this build
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(Figure 2) Items necessary to build the variable inductor
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(Figure 3) Glue the ferrite sleeve to the slider with epoxy or hot melt glue. Use enough to hold firmly.
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(Figure 4) Lubricate the screw and slider and re-assemble the enclosure as shown.

(Figure 5) Drill or punch two small holes the same diameter as the wire used and wind the desired
number of turns as shown.
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(Figure 6) Some calculated designs incorporating the inductors shown.
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(Figure 7) Two completed variable inductors ready for use. One has a slightly larger diameter core that
required trimming the slider. A wooden dowel can be glued into the tuning knob if desired.

